June 10, 1950

Went to Jenny about 3 miles above mouth of Guadalupe creek.
Arrived about 1408

Chum lords spawning slightly below cp. area of bank off Tuesday. Watched until 1630.
when interest in cp. seemed to wane. After 1630 only a few quads of jade remained.
Rederal pattern the same. Most individuals were concentrated in a small area
and seemed to be without territories. Several
who maintained territories. There were mostly
near the margin so far as a meter away
from the main mass. All were some
step in front of or between pieces of rock;
rather than on the smaller gravel.

Two Delta were present; one most
of the time till about 1610, the other was
present less than half of the time. They were
more easily frightened than Chum. Mostly
they stayed at the lower edge of the mass
of Chum which placed them in the rough "water
jet" just below the group "V" of the riles.
June 12, 1950

80 w 80° 7/145
86 w 79°5' T 1500 a few clouds clearing then
89 w 79° T 1600
88 w 78° T 1620

Went out at 1630 - 1700 to catch Cila on small bait. The stream has seemingly been stocked recently with small (5-6") rainbows which took the bait more readily than the Cila. They were preserved. Switched to a fly and released most of the trout. One Cila female was taken on a fly - was ripe. They are hard to hook on even a number 14 fly. Even with bait, one must wait longer than with a trout.

Three brown trout above legal size were taken, the two largest among them. The heads & viscera of some scale were pared. Length of:
L1: 140 2.195 3.276